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Abstract 
Let V be a finite set, and let Y G 2” be a cross-closed collection of sets, in the sense that 
for any two crossing X, Y E Y, at least one of the pairs {X n Y,X U Y} and {X - Y, Y -X} 
is in V. Red and Blue play the following game, starting with a family .F C .CP. Red chooses 
two crossing sets X, Y in the current F and replace them by sets X’, Y’ E ,Y such that either 
X’=XnY,Y’=XUYorX’=X-Y,Y’=Y-X.ThenBlueretumsoneofX,Yto.9.The 
game terminates (and Red wins) when 9 no longer contains crossing sets. 
Hurkens et al. (1987) considers a similar game which, being reformulated in our terms, deals 
with .4p consisting of all sets X c V such that I{s, t} n XI = 1, given s, f E V. It was shown 
there that Red can win in time polynomial in 1 V 1 and l.Pl. 
Extending that result, we develop an algorithm for Red to win, in polynomial time, for an 
arbitrary symmetric cross-closed Y. Also a polynomial algorithm for a certain weighted version 
of the game is given. The key idea of both methods is that the whole problem can be split 
into a polynomial number of problems, each dealing with a cyclic family - a family of which 
members correspond to partitions of a cycle into two connected parts. 
The results have applications in combinatorial optimization, e.g., when we deal with packing 
problems on certain cuts of a graph, such as T-cuts, directed cuts, etc., and desire to transform 
a given optimal packing into another one which is free of crossing cuts. 
Keywords: Cut packing problem; Crossing sets; Uncrossing 
1. Introduction 
Let V be a finite set, called a ground set. Two sets X, Y & V are called crossing if 
none of X - Y, Y - X, X n Y and V - (X U Y) is empty; otherwise they are called 
luminar. If X, Y are crossing (laminar), we write X 1 Y (respectively, X // Y). 
Suppose we are given a set-system Y 2 2” consisting of subsets of V. If .Y has 
no crossing pairs. it is called laminar. We assume that Y is cross-closed. This means 
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that for any crossing X, Y E Y there are X’, Y’ E Y such that either X’ = X - Y 
and Y’ = Y -X, or X’ = X n Y and Y’ = X U Y; we say that X’, Y’ are obtained 
by uncrossing X and Y, denoted as X, Y + X’, Y’. For example, the following four 
set-systems Y are cross-closed. 
(El) Y is a crossing family, i.e., for any crossing X, Y E 9, the sets X n Y, X U Y 
are also members of Y (cf. [l]). 
(E2) Given T C V with ITI even, P’ consists of the sets X c V such that IX n Tj 
is odd. Such an Y corresponds to the set of T-cuts of a graph G = (V,E), which 
originally came up in connection with the Chinese postman problem [2, 41. 
(E3) Given an (undirected) graph G = (V,E) and a set UC E, S consists of all 
XC V such that IS(X) n UI = 1 (cf. [9]). 
(E4) Given a graph G = (V, E) and a mapping a : E + 27, S consists of all X C: V 
such that C(a(e): e E d’(X)) is odd (cf. [7]). 
[Here for a graph G = (V,E) and a subset X C V, S(X) = S’(X) is the set of edges 
of G with one end in X and the other in V -X, a cut in G.] 
Throughout the paper we assume that Y is symmetric, i.e., X E Y if and only if 
V - X E 9. We consider a game of two players, Red and Blue, as follows. It starts 
with a family 9 2 P’. At each step (move), 
(1) (i) Red chooses crossing sets X, Y in the current 9 and makes uncrossing 
X, Y + X’, Y’, i.e., Red replaces X, Y by X’, Y’ in 9; then 
(ii) Blue returns one of X and Y to 9. 
Multiple and complementary sets in 9 are ignored; if, say, X’ (or V-X’) has been 
a member of 9 before the move, X’ simply remains a member (respectively, V -X’ 
is removed from F). Note that if all X n Y, X U Y, X - Y, Y -X occur in 9, Red has 
two possibilities to choose X’ and Y’ at his move, namely, {X’, Y’} = {X n Y, X u Y} 
or {X’, Y’} = {X - Y, Y -X}. The game terminates (and Red wins) when the current 
9 becomes laminar. 
The goal of Red is to win as soon as possible. A priori, it is unclear whether 
Red can win at all. For example, an unhappy choice of X, Y to uncross at each step 
may result in cycling, as this can be shown by simple examples. If the game still 
terminates and even if the initial 9 is small, the size of intermediate families may 
grow significantly during the game; so the number of steps may be large. We denote 
n = 1 VI and m = 191 (for the initial 9) and take as a measure of time of the game 
the number of steps occurred in it, thus ignoring the real complexity of performing 
(i)-(ii) in (1). 
An interesting special case was studied in [S]. In the original formulation, it deals 
with a family F c 2r”, the first player is allowed to choose arbitrary (not necessarily 
crossing) X, Y E 9 and replace them by X n Y and X U Y, and the game terminates 
when a chain of sets is obtained. We can reduce such a game to that with rule (1) 
if we add to V’ new elements s and t, forming V, consider Y as consisting of all 
X C V with I{s, t} n XI = 1, and add s to each member of 9”. It was shown in [S] 
that, following a simple rule, Red wins in time polynomial in IZ and m. 
We prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1. In general case, Red has a strategy to make B laminar in time pol)xo- 
mial in n,m. 
Moreover, the number of steps Red uses is O(n4m), as shown in Sections 2 and 3 
where Theorem 1 is proved. 
The algorithm developed for the game is applicable to solve the following uncrossing 
problem. Suppose we are given a nonnegative integer-valued function f’ : .Y - Z _. 
Let 9 = 9(,f) denote the support {X E Y: f(X) # 0} of f. By the uncrossing 
operation we mean the following transformation of j (and c9): 
(2) (i) choose some crossing X, Y E 8; then 
(ii) choose X’, Y’ E Y which are obtained by uncrossing X and Y; then 
(iii) for a = min{f(X),f(Y)}, d ecrease f by a on the sets X, Y and increase ,f by 
a on the sets X’, Y’. 
Again, we do not differ a set A from its complement, assuming that ,f(A) = f (V -A) 
is automatically maintained. The uncrossing problem is to arrange a sequence of un- 
crossing operations which results in a function f * with -F(,f’*) laminar. Such a problem 
looks trivial as, independently of the choice of X, Y,X’, Y’, the process terminates in 
finite time (in the sense of the number of uncrossing operations we apply). Indeed, 
let us associate with V the complete graph G = (V,Ep.) with vertex-set V, and for 
e E Ev, let T(e) denote c(f (X): X E 9, e E 6”(X)). If f’ is obtained from ,f by 
the uncrossing operation (2), then it is easy to see that 
(3) ,7(e) - f’(e) is nonnegative for all e E El,, and equals 4a for some e. 
Therefore, to solve the uncrossing problem takes time at most (“,) Ij f II/4 for the 
initial ,f, where Il,fil denotes 1 + max{T(e): e E Ev}. However, a stronger result is 
true. 
Theorem 2. The uncrossing problem dejined by uncrossing operation (2) can be 
solved in time polynomial in n,m. 
Indeed, we can think of the uncrossing problem as the above game, interpreting (iii) 
in (2) as the move of Blue who always returns the set Z E {X, Y} for which ,f’(Z) 
remains positive, and then apply Theorem 1. Note that, to be consistent, we have to 
extend slightly our game by allowing Blue to return none of X, Y. Nevertheless, we 
shall see that such an extension does not affect our proof of Theorem 1. 
The uncrossing problem comes up in combinatorial optimization when we deal with 
certain packing problems. For example, the well-known T-cut packing problem is: 
given G, T as in (E2) and a function w : E + z+, find a function g : ?? + R, on 
the set (8 of T-cuts such that C(g(C) : C E Gk’) is maximum provided that C(g(C) : 
e E C E %‘) <w(e) for any e E E. [A cut S(X) in G is called a T-cut if IT n XI is 
odd.] As mentioned in (E2), the set Y = {X : S(X) IS a T-cut} is cross-closed. If 
g is an optimal solution to this problem, given by its support and values of y on it. 
then g can be transformed, in strongly polynomial time, into another optimal solution 
g’ whose support is laminar (in the sense that {X : g/(6(X)) # 0} is laminar). To do 
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this, we solve the uncrossing problem for Y and f satisfying f(X) = g(&Y)), taking 
into account that uncrossing operation (2) does not change the value of the objective 
function and maintains the above packing condition (by (3)). Similarly, one can apply 
our uncrossing method to problems concerning the sets in (El), (E3), (E4). 
One sort of uncrossing techniques was elaborated in [3, Ch. 10.31 for the dual 
submodular flow problem [ 11. It transforms, in polynomial time, an optimal solution 
to one with laminar support but the uncrossing operations it applies are somewhat 
different from (2). 
Next we consider another, weaker, kind of uncrossing operations. It is described via 
a game. We assume that Y = 2’. Given f : 2V -+ Z+, 
(4) (i) Red chooses crossing X, Y in 9(f ); then 
(ii) Blue chooses an integer b between 0 and a = min{ f (X), f (Y)}; then 
(iii) f is decreased by a on X, Y, increased by b on X n Y and X U Y, and increased 
by a-bonX-Y and Y-X. 
As before, Red tries to minimize the total time, while Blue tries to maximize it. 
Clearly for an arbitrary cross-closed Y, step (ii) in uncrossing operation (2) can be 
realized by choosing a proper b in (4)(ii). So, the uncrossing problem with (4) takes 
time at least as much as that with respect to (2). Similarly to the previous case, the 
game aLways terminates in finite time (namely, O(n211 f II)) since we observe that 
(5) f(e) - f?(e) is nonnegative for all e E EV and there are e,e’ E EV such that 
p(e) + _P(e’) = T(e) + f^(e’) - 4a. 
Theorem 3. For game (4), Red has a strategy to make F laminar in time polynomial 
in n, m and log 11 f I/, where f is the initial function. 
Theorem 3 is proved in Section 4. The key idea of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 
3 is that both games can be reduced to a polynomial number of games with cyclic 
set-systems on n’ <n elements. We say that Y’ C 2 w is cyclic if the elements of W 
can be numbered by 1,2,...,r (r = IWl) so that each X E 9’ is of the form v = 
{i,i + 1 , . . . ,j} for some 1 di, j 6r (allowing i > j and taking indices modulo r). 
The advantage of dealing with a cyclic set-system is twofold. First, the sets X’, Y’ 
obtained by uncrossing X, Y E 9” are obviously of similar form, therefore, any current 
family B C 9” that we handle remains cyclic under uncrossing. Second, 9” consists 
of at most n2 members, therefore, the size of any intermediate family in the process 
is polynomially bounded. We explain how both games are reduced to those on cyclic 
families in Section 2. It should be mentioned that this paper is a refinement of preprint 
[S] where Theorems 2 and 3 originally appeared. 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 will provide polynomial algorithms which arrange 
the desired efficient uncrossing processes. Regarding computational aspects, we need 
to specify the input of the problem. In game (1 ), we may assume that 9’ is given 
implicitly via the membership oracle (MO) that, being asked of a set X C V, returns 
whether or not X belongs to Y. In reasonable applications, MO is realized by a 
procedure polynomial in n. MO enables us to recognize efficiently which of the pairs 
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{X -- Y, Y - X} and {X n Y, X U Y> (or both) IS contained 9, thus providing the 
choice of X’, I” in (l)(i). In game (4), the initial f is assumed to be given explicitly 
by listing all members X of the support P’(f) and indicating f(X) for these X’s. 
Since in this paper we care only for polynomiality and do not aim to precise running 
time bounds, we need not come into details of how the operations in (1) or (4) are 
implemented. 
In conclusion of this section we give two statements which will be used later on. 
Statement 1.1. Let X, Y,ZC Y be such that X ,/f Y, X // 2 and Y jj Z. Then X’ (/ Z 
Ji)YuY1)?X’~{X-YY,Y-X,XnY,xuY}. 
Statement 1.2. If 9’ C 2v’ is laminar and lY’/ = n’ then 19’1 < 4n’. 
Statement 1.1 is trivial. To prove Statement 1.2 (see e.g. [6]), denote by (I the 
maximum cardinality of a laminar set-system on n-element set. It is easy to show by 
induction on n that x(n) <:(n - 1) + 4, whence the statement follows. 
An important corollary of Statement 1.1 is that if, at some step, a set Z in the 
current 3 becomes laminar to all other members of 9 then, independently of further 
steps, this property continues to hold for Z up to termination of the game. So we 
will throughout assume that after each step such Z’s are automatically excluded from 
consideration; i.e., for every current family 9, 
(6) each member of F is crossing some other of its members. 
Also we will usually assume that such a property holds when we deal with the game 
on a subfamily of 9 being under consideration. Next, given a ground set P”, x denotes 
the complement V’ -X to X S V’. For SB C 2”, sym-& denotes the symmetrization 
J&’ lJ {X : x E d-e). We say that a set X C T/’ sepurutes elements x, y E V’ if /X n 
{x, v} 1 = 1, and separates another set Y C I/’ if both X n Y and Y - X are nonempty. 
2. Reduction to cyclic families 
We prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. For rule (I), the game is reduxd to O(nm) games, each for u cyrlir 
fami@ 3 on a set W with / W 1 <n. 
Proof. The desired strategy for Red is as follows. Red fixes a laminar family 9’1 C .9 
and chooses a set Ai E P - Lk’i. If Ai 11 X for all X E 91, Red simply adds A 1 to 
91. Otherwise Red plays within the family 91 pi (A 1). As a result, a laminar family 
9, will be constructed. Then Red chooses a set A2 in the new current B which is 
not in 9’2 and treats 58’2 U {AZ} . m a similar way, and so on. Eventually, after k <m 
iterations the obtained laminar family _Pk+r will coincide with the current 4, and we 
are done. 
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We now explain how to play within a family 9 U {A}, where 9 is laminar and A 
is crossing some members of 3. By an atom of a family d C 2” we mean a maximal 
subset of V not separated by any member of d. We say that x C V is 2-partitioned 
with respect to a lamina_r family 9 c 2’ if 2 contains at most two atoms of 9 u {;k}, 
i.e., if there exists 2 CX (possibly Z = 0 or 2) such that 
(7) xnQE{Z,X-Z,X,8} foranyQE9. 
Red plays in such a way that, at each step, the current family has a partition into 
two laminar families 9 and 9 such that 
(8) for each X E 9, at least one of X,X is 2-partitioned with respect to 9. 
Obviously, (8) holds for the initial P = 3 and 9 = {A}. To maintain this property, 
Red chooses an X E 9 such that some x E {X,x} is a maximal set in sym-9’ which 
is 2-partitioned with respect to 9 and plays within 9 U {X}. Then the laminar family 
9’ obtained from 9 U {X} has a similar property, as follows. 
Claim. For each Y E 9’ at least one of Y, 7 is 2-partitioned with respect to 9’. 
Proof. Consider Y E 9’. Since 9 is laminar, there is r E {Y,Y} such that either 
r 22, or 2 n F = 8 and 2 U r # V. First we observe that y is 2-partitioned with 
respect to 9. Indeed, if F Lx, this easily follows from the fact that 2 is 2-partitioned 
with respect to 9. Otherwise F = V - y strictly includes 2, therefore, ^ r cannot be 
2-partitioned because of the maximality of 2. 
Hence, there is Z’ C: Y such that each member of G9 separates neither Z’ nor r -Z’. 
Since 2 does not separate y either, none of Z’ and Y - Z’ is separated by any set 
arising during the game for 9 U {X} regardless of the moves applied by Red and Blue. 
This proves the claim. q 
In view of the Claim, the game for dp U {A} as above is reduced to at most l_5?4pl 
games, each starting with a family 9 = 9 U {X} such that $3 is laminar and some 
2 E {X,x} is 2-partitioned with respect to 9. Since 13164n (by Statement 1.2), the 
total number of games arising for the initial F is O(nm), as required in the lemma. 
It remains to show that the game within &? is in fact the game on a cyclic family. 
Indeed, we may assume that each Y E 9 is crossing some other of its members 
(otherwise Y is excluded from the consideration). Then each set in 9 is crossing 
X. Let Z be as in (7) for our _? and 9. Each Q E 9 includes one of the nonempty 
subsets Z and X - Z and does not meet the other one. Let 9 consist of the members 
of sym-53 that contain Z. Then for distinct Q, 3’ E %, either Q c Q or 3’ c 3. This 
means that there is a partition {VI, V,, . . . , V,.} of V such that VI = Z, V, = x - Z and - - 
each set Q E 9 has the form VI U V2 U. U Vi for some 1 < i < r - 1. Furthermore, 
x = VI U V,. Hence, 9 U {X} is a cyclic family, and the lemma follows. 0 
The above proof shows that every cyclic family appeared during the game has a 
stronger form; this will be important for the proof of Theorem 1 in the next section. 
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Corollary 2.2. Every cyclic family occurring in the above process is equivalent to N 
cyclic family 2 on a set W = { 1,. . . , r} such that 
(9) .% has one member of the form 2,r - 1, and each other member of .% is of the 
- 
form 1,i for some 26ibr - 2. 
Next, one can see that the above arguments remain valid if we consider the game 
with step rule (4) instead of (1). Furthermore, the function ,T is monotone non- 
increasing during the game, by (5). Thus, the following is true. 
Statement 2.3. For rule (4), the game for f is reduced to O(nm) games, each ,for 
a cyclic family 9 on W with 1 WI <n and a function g : .A? 4 Zt with /(g/l < il,fi~, 
where m = I.F(f )I. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
In view of Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, it suffices to consider the game that starts 
with a cyclic family S? on W = { 1,. . , r} satisfying (9), and show that Red can win 
in a polynomial number of moves. Note that W was formed by shrinking the subsets 
V, in a partition {VI,. . . , VT} of V. Let Y” be the collection of subsets of W that 
correspond to members Y E Y of the form Y = Vi U V;+l U . Vj (here and later on 
indices are taken modulo r). Obviously, .4p* is cross-closed and cyclic, and we may 
think of Y* as the set-system behind 2. 
To prove the theorem, we are forced to consider more general cyclic families .g C .Y* 
on IV as follows: 
(10) S? is partitioned into two laminar subfamilies 2 and 2 such that B consists of 
sets 1,i for some 2<i<r-2 and 9 consists of sets 2,j for some 3<j<r- 1. 
The following lemma is the core of our proof. 
Lemma 3.1. For 9 as in (lo), Red can win in time 0(r3). 
Proof. As before, we assume that each member of .B is crossing some other of its 
- 
members. Let d = d(9) denote the minimum number j such that _!Z’ contains 2,j; then 
3 <d < r - 1. We use induction on 
o = o(r,g) := r3 + rl_Y? + d. 
One may assume that 
(11) for i = I,..., r, there is a member of S! separating i - 1 and i. 
For if (11) is violated for some i, then shrinking i - 1 and i into one element yields 
an equivalent problem with smaller o. Properties (lo)-( 11) imply 
- 
(12) 2,r-1 ET and l,i~Y fori= ,..., d-l. 
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In what follows, X, Y denote the crossing sets in a current 9? that Red chooses to 
uncross; X’, Y’ denote the sets obtained by uncrossing X, Y; and .!%!I, P”, 9’ denote 
the corresponding objects that arise after the answering move of Blue and then by 
deleting the sets of the resulting family which are laminar to all other sets (the new 
family 9P will satisfy (10) as well). We denote by r(%?‘) the number of maximal 
subsets i,j which are separated by no member of 9’. If Y’ = ~(9’) < r then contracting 
corresponding subsets in W results in a family 9” on an #-element set. Obviously, 
o(Y’, 97”) < W(Y, 9?), and therefore, we can immediately apply induction. 
First we suppose that { 1) $ Y*. Then Red takes X = 2,r - 1 and Y = { 1,2} to 
uncross. Since Y -X = {I} $ Y* and Y* is cross-closed, we have X n Y = (2) E 
Y* and X U Y = W - {r} E 9*. Red takes just X n Y and X U Y as X’ and Y’, 
respectively. Since both X’ and W - Y’ are singletons (so they are not in 9’) and one 
of X, Y vanishes after the move of Blue, we conclude that at least one of the pairs 
{2,3} and {r - 1,~) is separated by no member of 9?‘. Hence, Y(@) < Y, and the 
result follows by induction. 
Thus we may assume that {l} E Y*. We may also assume that 
(13) I,d belongs to Y*. 
Indeed, suppose that 1, d 6 Y*. Let X = 2, d, Y = 1, d - 1, X’ = X - Y and 
Y’ = Y -X. Then Y E 9 (by (12)), and both X’ = {d} and Y’ = {l} exist in 5p* 
since XUY = 1, d @ Y*. Red makes uncrossing X, Y --f X’, Y’; so both X’, Y’ vanish in 
9’. If Blue returns X, then no set in 9’ separates d - 1 and d, whence r(#) < Y. And 
if Blue returns Y, then _!?’ = dp - {X}. In both cases, we get o(r(@), 9’) < CC)(Y, 9)
and apply induction. 
Let k be the maximal number such that 1 <k < d and {k} E Y*. 
Claim. (i) ka2. (ii) If k < d then Z = k + l,d $ Y*. 
Proof. From (11) and the fact that 9’* is cross-closed we observe that any minimal 
nonempty set in P* is a singleton. Therefore, {i} E Y* for some 2 d i dd (as 2,d E 
9?), which implies (i). Next, if k < d and Z E 9*, then there is a j E Z such that 
{j} E Y*. But k < j <d contradicts the maximality of k. q 
Consider three possible cases. In each case Red takes as X the set 2,d. 
Case 1: k = d. Then Red plays in a similar way as in the proof of (13). 
Case 2: k = 2. Let Y = 1,2, X’ = X n Y and Y’ = X U Y. Then X’ = (2) E Y* 
and Y’ = 1,d E Y* (by (13). Red makes uncrossing X, Y --) X’, Y’. Then, after the 
move of Blue, at least one of the following situations takes place: (i) no set in &! 
separates 2 and 3, or (ii) 9’ = 9 - {X}. The result follows by induction. 
Case3:2<k<d.LetY=l,k,X’=XnY,Y’=XUYandZ=k+l,d.Bythe 
Claim, Z = X - Y is not in Y*. Therefore, both X’ (= 2,k) and Y’ = X U Y (= m) 
are in Y*. Make the uncrossing operation X, Y -+X’, Y’. Suppose that Blue returns Y. 
Then X $! 9’ and X’ E P”, whence 19’1 = 191. But d(B’) = k < d = d(B), so the 
result follows by induction. 
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Now suppose that Blue returns X. Then X,X’ E 9’; therefore, 9’ = 2 U {A”}, and 
we cannot apply induction immediately. Nevertheless, we can use the property that 
(14) k and k + 1 are separated in 2’ by the only set 2, k 
(since Y = l,k vanishes by uncrossing). Consider the sets 2 = 2, k and Y = 1, k - I 
in 9’. Both sets x’ = 2 - F (= {k}) and y’ = Y -2 (= (1)) are in 9*, so Red 
can apply to 3’ the next uncrossing operation 2, Y + x’, Y’. Let -2” be the family 
obtained after the move of Blue. Two cases are possible. 
(i) Blue returns r. Then 2 @ @‘, and now there is no set in 8” separating k and 
k + 1, in view of (14). 
(ii) Blue returns 2. Then y @ %?‘, therefore, no set in 2” separates k - 1 and k. 
In both cases, we have ~(9”) < r and apply induction. 
Now the lemma follows from the fact that w is O(r3). 0 
Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1 and Corollary 2.2 imply Theorem 1. Moreover, they show that 
Red can win in time O(n4m). 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
In view of Statement 2.3, Theorem 3 is implied by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let g be a nonnegative integer-valued Junction whose support forms a 
cyclic family on a set W = { 1,. . , r}. For rule (4) Red has a strategy to win in 
time polynomial in r and log l(g/l. 
Proof. Let h and %? be the current function and its support before a move of Red. We 
know that 3 is cyclic and llhll d \lgll (by (5)). 
Red plays as follows. He fixes a set X E 9 such that h(X) is maximum provided 
that 2 < /XI <r - 2; if such an X does not exist, .% is already laminar, and we are 
done. Red takes this X and an arbitrary Y E 2 (Y ,/j X) to uncross, then Red takes 
X and another Y’ (Y’ ,/j X), and so on until a function h’ is obtained such that 
h’(X) = 0 or all members of the support 9 of h’ are laminar to X. We call this 
sequence of moves a big iteration. Let 2 x = { Y E A? : Y 1 X}. Consider possible 
cases. 
Case 1: h(X)>h(Bx), where h(&?x) stands for C(h(Y): Y E 9~). Then h’(Y) = 0 
for all Y E 9~ (and no new set Y’ such that Y’ 1 X and h’(Y’) > 0 can appear, 
by Statement 1.1). Therefore, all members of 9’ are laminar to X. Thus, we can split 
the game for 9’ into two games, one with the family 9, = {Y E .%’ : Y CX or 
W -- Y c X} and the other with 992 = {Y E J?’ : X c Y or X c W - Y}. In fact, 
we may assume that the former (latter) game deals with a cyclic family on the set 
WI (respectively, Wl) obtained from W by contracting W - X (respectively, X) to 
a single element. Then I Wiyil < r (i = 1,2) and 1 WI/ + / Wz/ = r + 2. Furthermore, 
if 1 W,l<3 then 9?i is obviously laminar. Using these facts, it is easy to show by 
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induction on 1 WI that the total number of big iterations (for families on W and those 
occurred on reduced sets) at which Case 1 takes place is bounded by a polynomial 
in r. 
Case 2: h(X) < hi. For e E E W, let y(e) be the sum of h(Y)‘s among Y E g 
with 2 < IYI <r - 2 and e E s’(Y), and let fi = C(y(e) : e E Ew), where G = 
(IV, Ew) is the complete graph on W. Let y’(e) and p’ be the corresponding numbers 
for h’. 
Obviously, p < fjlhil. S ince X vanishes at the big iteration, we deduce from (5) 
(with y instead of f) that p’ is at most p - 4h(X). Furthermore, the maximality of 
h(X) implies that p d IEw) /W/h(X) < r4h(X) (taking into account that 191 < r2, as 
&! is cyclic). Therefore, 
(15) p’ < p( 1 - 4/r4). 
Suppose that Case 2 occurs in k consecutive big iterations, and let fro and /Ii 
be the values of p at the first and last of these iterations, respectively. We may 
assume that fii 2 1. Then (15) together with pa < r2)jgll (for the initial g) im- 
plies that k is bounded by a polynomial in r and log llg/(, whence the lemma easily 
follows. 0 
In conclusion, imagine the game similar to (1) in which Y is cross-closed but not 
necessarily symmetic. Can Red win in polynomial time? We conjecture that this is 
possible. Another open question: can Red win, in polynomial time, in game (1) if the 
choice of X’, Y’ (when all X - Y, Y -X,X f? Y,X U Y are in y) belongs to Blue? 
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